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ABSTRACT: Conducting experimental studies on nanoscale droplet coalescence using
traditional microscopes is a challenging research topic, and views differ as to whether the
spontaneous removal can occur in the coalescing nanodroplets. Here, a molecular dynamics
simulation is carried out to investigate the coalescence process of two equally sized
nanodroplets. On the basis of atomic coordinates, we compute the liquid bridge radii for
various cases, which is described by a power law of spreading time, and these nanodroplets
undergo coalescence in the inertially limited-viscous regime. Moreover, coalescence-
induced jumping is also possible for the nanodroplets, and the attraction force between
surface and water molecules plays a crucial role in this process, where the merged
nanodroplets prefer to jump away from those surfaces with lower attraction force. When
the solid−liquid interaction intensity and surface structure parameters are varied, the
attraction force is shown to decrease with decreasing surface wettability intensity and solid
fraction.

For a solid surface, it is well-known that its roughness and
physicochemical properties can influence its wettability

greatly. The contact angle of a water droplet on flat surfaces
with low surface energy is generally 90°−120°, which is defined
as a hydrophobic surface. However, for superhydrophobic
surfaces, the value of contact angle can exceed 150° because of
increased surface roughness of a hydrophobic surface.1 Over
the past decade, there have been several studies on the different
aspects of superhydrophobic surfaces,2−9 and promoting their
unique properties has also been explored. Among these studies,
the coalescence-induced jumping of water droplets, which was
first reported by Boreyko and Chen on a superhydrophobic
surface,10 has recently received significant attention. This
spontaneous droplet removal has been utilized for a variety of
applications, including self-cleaning,11 self-repelling,12 anti-
icing,13 electrostatic energy harvesting,14 and condensation
heat-transfer enhancement.15 Many researchers have conducted
extensive studies on the jump motion of coalesced droplets,
based on experiments,16−21 theoretic analysis,22,23 and simu-
lations.24,25 Nevertheless, according to the previous exper-
imental observation, only those microdroplets coalescing on
superhydrophobic surfaces can exhibit this self-propelled
jumping. There are differing views on whether this spontaneous
removal can happen to coalescing nanodroplets,9,23,26−30 and
its micromorphologic change and detailed mechanism are not
well understood. It is challenging to conduct experimental
research on the dynamic behavior of nanoscale droplets
because of the limited spatial and time resolution of optical
microscopes, and traditional macroscopic and mesoscopic
simulation methods are not appropriate at the atomic scale.
Conversely, molecular dynamics simulations can provide a
powerful avenue to investigate the characteristics of droplets at
the microscale level, without any assumption of the underlying
continuum-level modeling.

In this Letter, molecular dynamics simulations were
performed to study the evolution of two identical nanodroplets
in the coalescence process on a series of surfaces with different
solid fraction and wettability. During the initial coalescence
stage, the liquid bridge radii for various cases are calculated and
recorded. The radius is described as a power law of spreading
time and is used to elucidate the inertially limited-viscous
regime of these merged nanodroplets. Moreover, the findings
show that coalescence-induced jumping is also possible in
nanodroplets, which is ascribed to the low adhesion work
between the surface and droplet. When the solid−liquid
interaction intensity and surface structure parameters are
varied, the attraction force is shown to decrease with decreasing
surface wettability intensity and solid fraction, and the
coalescence-induced jumping phenomenon preferentially oc-
curs at those surfaces.
Schematic views of the simulation system are shown in

Figure 1, where two static nanodroplets are placed very close to
each other on the smooth substrate and the textured substrates.
In order to improve the computation efficiency, more simple
copperlike surfaces are used to simulate the real substrates with
different surface energy (refer to the Supporting Information).
To construct the nanodroplet and substrate, 33 514 water
molecules and 127 400 copperlike atoms are used, respectively,
both of which are initially generated in the face-centered cubic
lattice, and the lattice constants of the unit cells are determined
by each density at different temperatures. To acquire various
degrees of surface wettability, the interaction energy well-depth,
εW, between water molecules is fixed; the interaction energy
well-depth, εSW, between substrate atoms and water molecules
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is adjustable; and the energy parameter ratio, εSW/εW,
represents surface wettability intensity, a detailed description
of which is given in the Supporting Information. Textured
substrates consist of a square pillar array with height H = 18.1
Å, different width W, and interpillar spacing S as detailed in
Table 1. Gravity is not taken into consideration because the

droplets are much smaller than the capillary length. The
horizontal dimensions of all substrates correspond to 253.0 Å ×
253.0 Å, and the spherical droplets have a fixed diameter of

100.7 Å. The properties of the droplet are taken to be the same
as those of water at 20 °C, such that density ρ = 998.23 kg/m3,
surface tension σ = 72.75 mN/m, the liquid viscosity μ =
1.0087 mPa·s, and Ohnesorge number Oh = μ ρσR/ , where R
is the initial radius of droplet.
In all subsequent simulations, there are 16 different types of

surfaces established to study the effects of solid−liquid
interaction intensity and solid fraction on nanodroplet
coalescence. Typical coordinate snapshots of several cases are
given in Figure 2, where the coalescence-induced jumping
phenomenon took place only in those droplets on surfaces with
certain wettability intensity and solid fraction; a specific analysis
is provided in the following discussion. According to the time-
lapse images, there are four stages in the coalescence-induced
jumping process:24 (I) formation and growth of the liquid
bridge between two droplets; (II) impact of the liquid bridge
on the surface; (III) reduction of the merged droplet’s base
area; (IV) upward motion of droplet, along with some
oscillation. In order to illustrate the jumping process, the
temporal vertical velocity of water molecules in the top contact
region is plotted in Figure 2d. At the start of coalescence,
because of the curvature difference between the liquid bridge
radius and the droplet radius, Laplace pressure drives the liquid
mass move to the center, leading to the expansion of the liquid
bridge connecting the two droplets. At the beginning of stage
II, the bottom liquid bridge has grown large enough to contact
the surface, with a downward momentum. However, when the
droplet interacts with the substrate, the downward-moving
liquid mass is forced to move in reverse by the impermeable
substrate. At stage III, the droplet moves upward and its base
area reduces gradually, because the kinetic energy of the droplet
is sufficient to overcome the adhesion work with the substrate.
At stage IV, the departed droplet experiences deceleration due
to the resistance originating from the collision between water
molecules in the gas-phase region.
From the above diagram, we can clearly determine the

evolution of the simulated interfacial shapes. At the beginning
of the coalescence (stage I), a tiny liquid bridge forms and

Figure 1. Initial configurations of two nanodroplets’ coalescence on
smooth substrate [(a) front view and (b) orthogonal view] and square
pillared substrate [(c) front view and (d) orthogonal view].

Table 1. Physical Dimensions of Pillars (Width, W; Distance
between Pillars, S; and Height, H) and Structural Properties
of Rough Surfaces (Solid Fraction ϕS = W2/(W + S)2)

S (Å) W (Å) H (Å) ϕS (%)

structure 1 − − − 100
structure 2 9.04 27.11 18.1 56.24
structure 3 16.27 19.88 18.1 30.24
structure 4 23.49 12.65 18.1 12.25

Figure 2. Time-lapse images of the coalescence process between two initially static nanodroplets. (a) A failed coalescence-induced jumping case (ϕS
= 100%, εsw/εw = 0.8). (b) A successful coalescence-induced jumping case (ϕS = 56.24%, εsw/εw = 0.6). (c) A successful coalescence-induced
jumping case (ϕS = 12.25%, εsw/εw = 0.6). (d) Temporal evolution of the instantaneous vertical velocity in the top contact region. Insets illustrate
the droplet morphology in these four specific stages.
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develops quickly, due to the large curvature difference between
the bridge radius (1/Rb) and the droplet radius (1/R). The
evolutionary pattern of the liquid bridge radius reflects which
forces dominate in coalescence. Different regimes of
coalescence have been studied,31,32 and the mainstream
understanding is that there are just two dynamical regimes of
coalescence, with a crossover region between them: when Rb/R
< Oh, the droplet undergoes coalescence in the viscous regime,
then the inertial regime occurs at late times (Rb/R > Oh) if
viscous effects become negligible. Paulsen et al.33 proposed a
third new viewpoint, namely, inertially limited-viscous regime,
where inertia and viscosity play a role in the dynamics. To
determine the mechanism of nanodroplet coalescence in the
inception stage, we recorded the variation of the liquid bridge
radius with time for all cases, as shown in Figure 3. The
function equations between liquid bridge radius and spreading
time are obtained by linear fitting in a log−log coordinate.
During the stage of liquid bridge expansion, its radius is
expressed as the power law of spreading time, Rb(t) ∼ αtβ, and
the values of prefactor α and exponent β are about 0.9 and 0.4,
respectively. According to the phase diagram of coalescence,
the relation of liquid bridge radius with time indicate that the
nanodroplets undergo coalescence in the inertially limited-
viscous regime.
For all the simulation cases, the results are presented in

Figure 4a, where black points represent the successful jumping
cases and red triangles represent the failed cases. To determine
the relationship between merged droplets’ behavior, surface
wettability, and solid fraction, the centroid heights of droplets
were extracted from the density contours of the processes,
which are shown in Figure 4b, and the mass transfer between
two droplets can be clearly observed. Figure 4c illustrates the
effect of surface wettability on the evolution of droplets’
centroid height by varying the energy parameter ratio εsw/εw
and keeping all other parameters fixed. The results show that
the merged droplets can deviate from substrates more easily
with decreasing surface wettability. Similarly, Figure 4d
demonstrates the effect of the solid fraction on the evolution

of droplets’ centroid height; as the solid fraction decreases,
there is an easily induced jumping for the merged droplets.
Afterward, the droplets’ centroid velocity is calculated based on
the results of the droplets’ centroid height, as shown in Figure
4e,f. In order to obtain the jumping velocities for all successful
jumping cases, we compute the average values of centroid
velocities within 50 ps of the jumping moment, as shown in
Figure 4g, which illustrates that the jumping velocity decreases
with increasing solid fraction and surface wettability approx-
imately. For all jumping cases, the jumping velocities range
from 0.05423 Å/ps to 0.12449 Å/ps; correspondingly, the
calculated energy conversion efficiency is 0.15% ∼ 0.79%, a
detailed description of which is given in the Supporting
Information. The above results indicate that coalescence-
induced jumping occurs preferentially on surfaces with lower
surface wettability and solid fraction, so there is a forecast in
Figure 4a where the blue shaded area represents all successful
jumping cases. To confirm this conjecture, we calculated the
attraction force between droplets and substrates for all cases. In
addition, the relationships between the attraction force, surface
wettability, and solid fraction were analyzed. Figure 5a shows
the equipotential curve of interaction force between water
molecules and substrates in the same unit area, where there
exists a repulsive force and attractive force successively along
the z axis direction. The work of adhesion is considered to play
a role throughout the coalescence process, which is mainly
herein associated with the attraction between water molecules
and substrates,24 because the droplet does not penetrate the
structures in surfaces. The summation of attraction force in this
unit area was calculated and is recorded in Figure 5b, where the
attraction force decreases with the decreasing solid fraction and
intensity of surface wettability. According to the results and
analyses above, in those cases with low attraction force, the
merged droplets can jump away from the surface because of the
low adhesion work. The attraction force between surface and
water molecules is crucial to the coalescence-induced jumping,
and furthermore, the surface wettability and solid fraction play a
remarkable role in the adjustment of the attraction force.

Figure 3. Liquid bridge radius as a function of time for all 16 cases. Black points denote the value of bridge radius, and the red line is a fit to the black
points.
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In summary, the coalescence process of two same-sized
nanodroplets was studied numerically using the molecular
dynamics simulation, and we investigated the effects of solid
fraction and surface wettability intensity on the coalescence-
induced jumping. It is found that coalescence-induced jumping
exists in nanoscale droplets, which differs from previous
theoretical predictions. The nanodroplets undergo coalescence
in the inertially limited-viscous regime with liquid bridge radius

Rb that evolves with time t as Rb(t) ∼ 0.9t0.4. The attraction
force between the surface and water molecules is critical to this
coalescence-induced jumping. The coalescence-induced jump-
ing is more likely to happen on those surfaces with lower
attraction force. Surface wettability intensity and solid fraction
play a remarkable role in the adjustment of the attraction force,
and this attraction force reduces along with decreasing surface
wettability intensity and solid fraction. We believe these

Figure 4. (a) Simulation results for 16 cases. Black points denote the successful induced jumping cases, and red triangles denote the failed jumping
cases; the blue shaded area represents predictions of the successful jumping cases. (b) Density contours of droplets during coalescence process. (c)
Effect of the surface wettability on the evolution of droplets centroid height (ϕS = 12.25%). (d) Effect of the solid fraction on the evolution of
droplets centroid height (εsw/εw = 0.6). (e, f) Evolution of the instantaneous vertical velocity for droplet centroid on different surfaces. (g)
Dependency of the jumping velocity with respect to the solid fraction and the surface wettability intensity.
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findings are conducive to the design of self-cleaning surfaces
with nanostructures and provide a fundamental insight into the
improvement of hydrodynamics behavior in merged nano-
droplets.
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